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Abstract. We design a calculus that combines class-based features with object-based ones, with the
aim of fitting into a unifying setting the “best of both worlds”. In a mixin-based approach, mixins
are seen asincomplete classesfrom which incomplete objectscan be instantiated. In turn, incomplete
objects can be completed in an object-based fashion. Our hybrid calculus is shown to be useful in some
real world scenarios that we present as examples.

1 Introduction

In object-orientedclass-basedlanguages, objects (as fully-fledged instances of classes) are the computa-
tional entities of a software system, but they are “passive” with respect to their structure, which is henceforth
fixed by a class hierarchy. In object-orientedobject-basedlanguages, objects are the computational entities
and, at the same time, they govern the inheritance mechanism (through operations like method addition
and method override, that produce new objects starting from the existing ones). The class-based paradigm
is the one of production languages (like Java and C++), mainly because it helps imposing a programming
discipline that is necessary especially in a programming-in-the-large setting. The object-based paradigm is
gaining a renewed interest in the context of script languages, like Java-Script (see for example [10, 20]), and
delegation-based languages (see for example [4, 3]), where programming should produce “plug-and-play”
prototypes easy and quick to implement also for non-expert programmers. For some insightful discussions
about the differences between the two paradigms observed from different angles, we refer the reader to the
books of Abadi-Cardelli [1] and of Bruce [16].

Our aim is to design a calculus that combines class-based features with object-based ones, that is,
to try to fit into one setting the “best of both worlds”, discipline and flexibility first of all. Object-based
objects are, by their own nature,incompleteobjects, because they can be transformed into other objects with
more/different functionalities via method addition and override. We think that the best suited inheritance
mechanism to be integrated with the object-based paradigm is amixin-based one more than a pure class-
based one, as mixins are nothing else thanincompleteclasses. Therefore, in our calculus it will be possible:
(i) to instantiate classes (created via mixin-based inheritance), obtaining fully-fledged objects ready to be
used; (ii ) to instantiatemixins, yielding incomplete objectsthat can be partly usable but they might still
need to be completed in an object-based fashion (viamethod additionand/orobject composition). In other
words, it will be possible to design tidy yet flexible hierarchies of classes through mixin application to
be used in the classical way, but also to experiment with prototypical incomplete objects. Section 3 will
provide some scenarios in which it looks desirable having such a hybrid calculus: in object-oriented design
there are some situations when one would like to add simply new features to existing objects by means of
functions, without having to resort to writing new classes and mixins for this purpose only.

Our proposal is a formal calculus equipped with an operational semantics and a type system to capture
statically “message-not-understood” run-time errors. but the aim of this paper is mainly to introduce the
reader to the design of this hybrid “mixin-object-based calculus”. Therefore, the paper can be seen as
divided into two parts: the first one, quite self-contained, is devoted to an informal yet rather complete
description of the proposal, and the second one presents its formal description via the operational semantics.
In this extended abstract, the type system is presented in Appendices A and B, and the metatheory can
be found athttp://www.dsi.unifi.it/~bettini/inc-proofs.ps. We proved asoundnessproperty,
stating that “well-typed computations cannot go wrong”, i.e., that we avoid message-not-understood run-
time errors.
? This work has been partially supported by EU within the FET - Global Computing initiative, project MIKADO IST-

2001-32222, DART project IST-2001-33477 and by MIUR project NAPOLI. The funding bodies are not responsible
for any use that might be made of the results presented here.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the most prominent features of our calculus
and its syntax. In Section 3 we present some motivating scenarios for our proposal. Section 4 introduces the
operational semantics of the calculus. We conclude the paper with some comparison with related work and
future research directions.

2 The mixin calculus

Recently, mixins are undergoing a renaissance (see, for example [2, 6, 7]), due to their flexible nature of
“incomplete” classes prone to be completed according to the programmer’s needs.

Mixins [24, 15] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over a superclass and were introduced as an
alternative to some forms of multiple inheritance [26, 14]. A mixin could be seen as a function that, given
one class as an argument, produces another class, by adding and/or overriding certain sets of methods.
This approach is essentially different from class-based languages, where parentage is determined statically
at compile time instead of at run-time. The same mixin can be used to produce a variety of classes with
the same functionality and behavior, since they all have the same sets of methods added and/or redefined.
The superclass definition is not needed at the time of writing the mixin definition. This minimizes the
dependencies between superclass and its subclasses, as well as between class implementors and end-users,
thus improving modularity.

In this work we extend the core calculus of classes and mixins of [11] withincomplete objects: then
a mixin can (i) be applied to a class to create a fully-fledged subclass; or (ii ) be instantiated to obtain an
incomplete object. In turn, an incomplete object can be completed viamethod addition(this operation is
discussed to greater extent in [23] and in [22]) or viaobject composition.

A mixin contains three sorts of method declarations:new methods, which are the newly introduced
methods by the mixin seen as a subclass,redefiningmethods, which wait for a superclass to provide a
method with the same name to be redefined, andexpectedmethods, which are not implemented by the
mixin but must be provided by a superclass (because they might be used by the new and redefining methods).
Redefining methods can refer to their corresponding superclass implementation via a special keyword (e.g.,
super in Java), that in our calculus is callednext . We assume that the programmer must declare the expected
method names in the mixins, but that their types are inferred from the new and redefining method bodies1.
A mixin type takes into account the types of the methods already present in the mixin (positive information)
and the expected types of the components not yet present, i.e., the names and types of the expected methods
and the type of thenexts of the redefining methods (negative information).

If we apply a mixin to a class via themixin applicationoperation, we obtain a new fully-fledged subclass.
In order to have a successful mixin application, the (super)class must provide everything that is listed in the
mixin negative information; in particular, the types of the methods provided by the class must be “equal or
better” (according to a standard subtyping relation) than the ones required by the mixin.

When we instantiate a mixin we obtain an incomplete object that can be “incomplete” in two different
respects: (i) it may need some expected methods; (ii ) it may contain redefining methods that cannot be
invoked until methods with the functionality of theirnext is added. Only methods that are fully complete,
i.e., the ones that do not need anext and do not use either expected or incomplete methods, can be invoked.

Completion can happen in two ways: (i) via method addition, that can add one of the expected methods
or one of the missingnexts; (ii ) via object composition, that takes an incomplete object and composes it with
a complete one containing all the required methods. The incomplete object has a type that carries positive
and negative information like the type of the mixin it has been instantiated from. Thus, method addition
and object composition must respect the same constraints as the mixin application. The type system (see
Section A) ensures that all method additions and object compositions are type safe and that only “complete”
methods are invoked on objects. Furthermore, method addition can only act on incomplete objects and the
left-hand side operand of object composition must be an incomplete object. This means that we do not
provide method replacement functionalities for already complete objects.

When a method is added, it becomes an effective component of the host object, i.e., not only the meth-
ods of the host object may invoke it, but also the new added method can use any of its sibling methods. This
is rendered by requiring that all methods, hence also the ones which are added through method addition or
object composition, must be a function ofself . In this way, the reference to the host object can be updated

1 Also expected method names could be inferred, but we decided to have them declared to simplify the description of
the operational semantics in Section 4.
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every time a method addition or an object composition takes place, in order to take into consideration the
new methods. This automatically enables correct dynamic binding for all methods, i.e., if some of the meth-
ods are redefined during the object composition, the redefined version of such methods will be dynamically
invoked by the other methods. As explained in Section 3, this ensures a realdelegationmechanism in object
composition.

As in the calculus of [11], our calculus is imperative and does not supportMyType [23] inheritance
(and as such does not supportbinary methods[17]). In this first version of the calculus we assume that
the methods we add to an incomplete object via addition or composition do not introduce incompleteness
themselves, i.e., the set of “non-ready” methods never increases. Moreover, we do not considerhigher-
order mixins (mixins that can also be applied to other mixins yielding other mixins) and related mixin
composition, being an orthogonal issue. We would like to point out, though, that our study on higher-order
mixins (which can be found in [5]) helped us finding the right formalization for incomplete objects.

2.1 Design Choices

Our formal design choices are strongly based on the ideas presented in [11]. The leading idea is that modular
program development in a class-based language involves minimizing code dependencies not only between
a superclass and its subclasses, as obtained by using mixin-based inheritance, but also between class imple-
mentation and object users.

Unlike many theoretical calculi for object-oriented languages, our calculus directly supports modular
object construction. The mixin implementor only writes the local constructor for his own mixin. Mixin
applications are reduced to generator functions which call all the constructors in the inheritance chain in
correct order, producing a fully initialized object (see Section 4).

Unlike some approaches to encapsulation in object calculi such as existential types, the levels of encap-
sulation describevisibility, and not merelyaccessibility. For example, even the names of private items are
invisible outside the class in which they are defined. This seems to be a better approach sinceno information
about data representation is revealed — not even the number and names of fields. One of the benefits of
using visibility-based encapsulation is that no conflicts arise if both the superclass and the subclass declare
a private field of the same name. Among other advantages, this allows the same mixin to be applied twice.

To ensure that mixin inheritance can be statically type checked, the calculus employs subtype-
constrained parameterization. From each mixin definition the type system infers a constraint specifying
to which classes the mixin may be applied so that the resulting subclass is type-safe. The constraint in-
cludes both positive (which methods the class must contain) and negative (which methods the class must
not contain) information. New and redefined methods are distinguished in the mixin implementation. From
the implementor’s viewpoint, a new method may have arbitrary behavior, while the behavior of a redefined
method must be “compatible” with that of the old method it replaces. Having this distinction in the syn-
tax of our calculus helps mixin implementors avoid unintentional redefinitions of superclass methods and
facilitates generation of the mixin’s superclass constraint (see Section A).

This paper deals with incomplete objects remaining faithful to the above described principles. Mean-
ingful differences and extensions to the original syntax of [11] are commented below.

2.2 Syntax of the Calculus

The calculus of classes and mixins of [11] is, in turn, based onReference MLof Wright and Felleisen [28].
To the imperative calculus of records, functions, classes and mixins of [11] we add the machinery to work
with incomplete objects. The class and mixin related expressions are:classval, mixin, � (mixin application),
andnew. The (in)complete-object related expressions are:

– mixinval〈vg,New,Redef,Expect〉 (mixin value),
– obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg〉 (complete object),
– obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 (incomplete object),
– ←+ (method addition/object composition).

These expressions are first class citizens in our calculus, which means that all the usual operations can
be performed on them (they can be passed as arguments to functions, be returned as results to function calls
or combined in order to get new data structures). However, class values, mixin values, and object values are
not intended to be written directly; instead, these expression forms are used only to define the semantics of
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e: : = const| x | λx.e | e1 e2 | fix
| ref | ! | := | {xi = ei}i∈I | e.x
| H h.e | new e
| classval〈vg,M 〉
| mixin

method mj = vmj ;
( j∈New)

redefine mk = vmk ;
(k∈Redef)

expect mi ; (i∈Expect)

constructor vc;
end
| e1 � e2
| e1←+ mi = e2
| e1←+ e2

v: : = const| x | λx.e | fix | ref| !
| := | := v | {xi = vi}i∈I

| classval〈vg,M 〉
| mixinval〈vg,New,Redef,Expect〉
| obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg〉
| obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg, r,New,Redef,Expect〉

Fig. 1.Syntax of the core calculus: expressions and values.

programs. Class values can be created by mixin application, mixin values result from evaluation of mixins,
and object values can be created by class and mixin instantiation.

The lambda-calculus related forms in Figure 1 are standard. We describe below the other forms.

– ref, !, := are operators2 for defining a reference to a value, for dereferencing a reference and for
assigning a new value to a reference, respectively.

– {xi = ei}i∈I is a record ande.x is the record selection operation.
– h is a set of pairsh:: = {〈x,v〉∗} wherex is a variable andv is a value (first components of the pairs are

all distinct). We also have a concept ofstoreor heap, represented byh in the expressionHh.e, which is
used for evaluating imperative side effects. In the expressionH〈x1,v1〉 . . .〈xn,vn〉.e, H binds variables
x1, . . .xn in v1, . . . ,vn and ine.

– new euses generatorvg of the class value or of the mixin value to whicheevaluates to create a function
that returns a new object (incomplete, in the mixin case), as described in Section 4.

– classval〈vg,M 〉 is a class value, and it is the result of mixin application. It is a pair, containing the
functionvg, that is the generator for the class used to generate its instance objects, and the setM of the
indices of all the methods defined in the class. In our calculus method names are of the shapemi , where
i ranges over an index set, and are univocally identified by the index, i.e.,mi = mj if and only if i = j,
so method names are identified with their indices.

– mixin

method mj = vmj ;
( j∈New)

redefine mk = vmk;
(k∈Redef)

expect mi ; (i∈Expect)

constructor vc;
end
is amixin, and it explicitly states the methods that are newly introduced by the mixin (mj ), redefined
in the mixin (mk), and expected by the mixin from the superclass (mi). Each method bodyvmj,k is a
function of the privatefield and ofself , which will be bound to the newly created object at instantiation
time. In method redefinitions,vmk is also a function ofnext , which will be bound to the old, redefined
method from the superclass. Thevc value in theconstructor clause is a function that returns a record of
two components: thefieldinit value is used to initialize the private field; thesuperinit value is passed as
an argument to the superclass constructor. When evaluating a mixin,vc is used to build the generator as
described in Section 4. The generator basically binds the private field in all method bodies.

– e1 � e2 denotes the application of mixine1 to class valuee2, producing a new class value which is a
subclass ofe2 (mixin application is considered to be the basic inheritance mechanism in our calculus).

– e1←+ mi = e2 is the method addition operation: it adds the definition for methodmi with bodye2 to
the (incomplete) object to whiche1 evaluates.

– e1←+ e2 is the object composition operation: it composes the (incomplete) object to whiche1 evaluates
with the complete object to whiche2 evaluates.

2 Introducingref, !, := as operators rather than standard forms such asrefe, !e, :=e1e2, simplifies the definition of
evaluation contexts and proofs of properties. As noted in [28], this is just a syntactic convenience, as is the curried
version of :=.
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– mixinval〈vg,New,Redef,Expect〉 is amixin value, and it is the result of mixin evaluation. The generator
vg for the mixin is a “partial generator”, that is, a generator of incomplete objects. This partial generator
is used also in the� operation evaluation, where it is appropriately composed with the class generator
(see the operational semantics in Section 4). The setsNew, RedefandExpectcontain the indices of
new, redefining and expected methods defined in the mixin.

– obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg〉 is a fully-fledged object that might have been created by directly instantiating a
class, or by completing an incomplete object. Its first component is a record of methods, the second
component is a generator function, which is kept also for complete objects, since they can be used to
complete the incomplete ones.

– obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,vg, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 is an incomplete object. It contains a record of methods
{mi = vmi}i∈I , a generator functionvg, a recordr containing redefining methods which will be used
when anext for them becomes available during method addition or object composition (as explained
in Section 4), and three setsNew,Redef, and Expect, containing the indices of new, redefining and
expected methods defined in the mixin. When the sets of method namesRedefandExpectbecome
empty (and so does the record of redefining methods) the incomplete object becomes a complete object.

Finally, we define the root of the class hierarchy, classObject , as a predefined class value:

Object
4
= classval〈 λ .λ .{}, [ ] 〉

The root class is necessary so that all other classes can be treated uniformly. The calculus can then be
simplified by assuming that any user-defined class that does not need a superclass is obtained by applying a
mixin containing all of the class method definitions toObject .

With respect to the calculus of [11], we introducedmixin values(that we studied in the context of higher-
order mixins, see [5]). They are partially evaluated incomplete classes (as it can be seen in Section 4), which
are quite handy to use when creating incomplete objects. It is important to notice that they bear exactly the
same types of the mixins they are evaluated from (see Section A), and this points out that they are more
syntactic sugar than substantial syntax, which becomes useful when defining the operational semantics.
Moreover, in the original calculus, objects were simply records, while in this paper they are tuples, in
order to be able to deal with incompleteness. Still, invocable methods are all contained in a record-shaped
component of the tuple.

3 Examples

In this section, we provide some examples that demonstrate how incomplete objects and object completion
via method addition and object composition can be used fruitfully to design complex systems, since they
supply programming tools that may make software development easier.

For readability, we will use here a slightly simplified syntax with respect to the calculus presented in
Section 2.2: (i) we will list the methods’ parameters in between “()”; (ii ) e1;e2 is interpreted aslet x =
e1 in e2, x 6∈ FV(e2), coherently with a call-by-value semantics; (ii ) we will avoid to make references
explicit, thuslet x = e in x.m() should be intended aslet x = refe in (!x).m(). Finally, method bodies are
only sketched.

3.1 Object completion via method addition

In the first example, we present a scenario where it is suitable to add some functionalities to existing objects
without writing new mixins and creating related classes only for this purpose. Let us consider the develop-
ment of an application that makes use of widgets such as graphical buttons, menus and keyboard shortcuts.
These widgets are usually associated to an event listener (e.g., a callback function), that is invoked when
the user sends an event to that specific widget (e.g., one clicks the button with the mouse or chooses a menu
item).

The design patterncommand[25] is very useful for implementing these scenarios, in that it allows
parameterization of the widgets over the event handlers, and the same event handler can be reused for
similar widgets (e.g., the handler for the event “save file” can be associated with a button, a menu item,
or a keyboard shortcut). However, in such a context, it seems more convenient to be able to simply add
a function without creating a new mixin just for this aim. Indeed, the above mentioned pattern seems to
provide a solution in pure class-based languages that normally do not supply the object method addition
operation.
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let Button =
mixin
method display = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let MenuItem =
mixin
method show = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let ShortCut =
mixin
method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let ClickHandler =
(λ doc.λ self . . . . doc.save() . . .self .setEnabled(false)) mydoc
in
let button =new Button("Save") in
let item =new MenuItem("Save") in
let short =new ShortCut("Ctrl+S") in
button.display();
button←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
button.setEnabled(true);
mydialog.addButton(button);// now it is safe to use it
item←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
item.setEnabled(true);
mymenu.addItem(item);
short←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
short.setEnabled(true);
system.addShortCut(short);

Fig. 2.Widget example

Within our approach, this problem can be solved with language constructs: mixin instantiation (to obtain
an incomplete object which can be seen as a prototype) and method addition/completion (in order to provide
the further functionalities needed by the prototype). For instance, we could implement the solution as in
Figure 2. The mixinButton expects (i.e., uses but does not implement) a methodonClick that is internally
called when the user clicks on the button (e.g., by the window where it is inserted, in our example the dialog
mydialog). When instantiated, it creates an incomplete object that can be used for invoking methods that
are already usable (e.g.,display, provided it does not useonClick). Then thebutton object is completed
with the event listenerClickHandler (by using method addition). This listener is a function that has the
parameterdoc already bound to the application main document. Once the object is completed it can be
safely enabled. Notice that the added method can rely on methods of the host object (e.g.,setEnabled).

The same listener can be installed (by using method addition again) to other incomplete objects, e.g.,
the menu item"Save" and the keyboard shortcut for saving functionalities. Notice that a mixin is only
requested byClickHandler to provide the methodsetEnabled, so the mixin can have many other diverse
functionalities offered in its interface. This points out once again that mixin constructs are quite useful for
enabling a high level of code reuse and component composition. Moreover, since we are able to act directly
on instances here, our proposal also enables customization of objects at run-time.

The following piece of code (that works together with the previous one) shows another example of
object completion viamethod addition, where the method to be completed expects the implementation of
the superclass (it refers to it vianext):

let FunnyButton =
mixin
method display = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
method playSound = . . .
redefine onClick =λself . λnext . . . .next() . . .

self . playSound("tada.wav");
end in

let funnybutton =new FunnyButton("Save") in
funnybutton.display();
funnybutton←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
funnybutton.setEnabled(true);
// now it is safe to use it
toolbar.addButton(funnybutton);

In fact, the mixinFunnyButton does not simply expect the methodonClick, it expects to redefine such
method: the redefined method relies on the implementation provided bynext method (either provided by a
superclass, or in this example directly added via method addition to an object instance ofFunnyButton)
and adds a “sound” to the previous implementation. Notice that once again the previous event handler can
be reused in this context, too.
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let File =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
. . .
end in

let Socket =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method IP = . . .
. . .

end in

let Console =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method setFont = . . .
. . .

end in

let Compress =
mixin
redefine write = λ level.λ self . λ next . λ data. next (compress(data, level));
redefine read =λ level.λ self . λ next . λ . uncompress(next (), level);
constructor λ (level, arg).{fieldinit=level, superinit=arg};

end in . . .

let Buffer =
mixin
redefine write = λ size.λ self . λ next . λ data. // bufferize write requests;
redefine read =λ size.λ self . λ next . λ . // read from the buffer;
constructor λ (size, arg).{fieldinit=size, superinit=arg};

end in . . .

Fig. 3.Stream example

3.2 Object completion by object composition

Object composition is often advocated as a powerful alternative to class inheritance in that it is defined
at run-time and it enables dynamic object code reuse and composition by assembling existing compo-
nents. Object composition is often used in conjunction withdelegation: a receiving object delegates request
handling to another object. However, this mechanism has often to be programmed explicitly. Furthermore,
object composition is often the right flexible alternative to inheritance when functionalities have to be added
dynamically to existing objects at run-time. These situations are usually dealt with by the patterndecorator
[25]. However, also in the case of this pattern, explicit programming is required.

With our linguistic constructs for object completion, both object composition and delegation are auto-
matically handled by the language. Indeed, the decorator pattern is easily implementable with these con-
structs. In this section we show how to exploit these features for implementing a logging system based on
streams. Notice that streams are often implemented according to the decorator pattern.

In Figure 3 there are the definitions ofCompress mixin andBuffer mixin that, respectively, implement
encryption and compression functionality on top of any stream class.File, Socket andConsole represent
basic stream functionalities (for I/O on a file, on the net and on the standard input output, respectively). Note
that the class to which the mixin is applied may have more methods than expected by the mixin. For exam-
ple,Compress can be applied toSocket � Object even thoughSocket � Object has other methods besides
read andwrite. Streams are created by composing streams with advanced functionalities likeCompress,
that are incomplete objects (i.e., instances of the appropriate mixin), with streams with basic functionalities
like File:

let fileoutput =
(new Compress("HIGH"))←+(new (File � Object) ("foo.txt")) in
fileoutput.write("bar")

The power of object composition can be seen when we compose more than one stream in a chain of
objects. For example:

let fileoutput =
(new UUEncode("base64"))←+(new Compress("HIGH"))←+(new Buffer(1024))←+
(new (File � Object) ("foo.txt")) in
fileoutput.write("bar")

Construction of decorations can be delegated to different parts of the program (thus exploiting modular
programming) and the resulting incomplete objects can then be assembled in order to build a complete
object. For instance, the following code delegates the construction of decorations for buffering and com-
pression to two functions, and then assembles the returned objects and completes them:
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let o1 = build compression() in
let o2 = build buffering() in
let out= o1←+ o2←+ (new(File�Object)("foo.txt")) in
out.write("bar")

The functionbuild compression returns a specific incomplete object according, e.g., to user’s requests:
it can return a simpleCompress object, or anUUEncode one. Similarly,build buffering takes care of
building a buffering object. The two returned objects can be then completed with a chain of←+ operations.

Now we can program our logging functionalities exploiting the stream system shown above:

let Logger =
mixin
method doLog =λ verb.λ self . λ msg.
write(self .getTime() +": " + msg);

method getTime = . . .
expect write;
. . .

end in

let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ output in
output.doLog("logging started...");
output.doLog("log some actions...");

Theoutput object can be any stream object we showed above. Indeed, it does not have to be a stream: it
is only requested to provide the methodwrite. This allows to build a more complex logging system by
assembling more powerful components. For instance we can program amultiplexer that writes to many
targets and use this multiplexer to complete our logger:

let Multiplexer =
mixin
method addTarget =// add the target to the list;
method removeTarget =// remove the target from the list;
method write = // call “write” on every object in the list
. . .

end in

let multi = new Multiplexer� Object in
multi.addTarget((new Compress("HIGH"))←+
(new (File � Object) ("foo.txt")));

multi.addTarget((new Buffer(1024))←+
(new (Socket� Object) ("www.foo.it:9999")));

let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ multi in
output.doLog("logging started...");
output.doLog("log some actions...");

Notice that no explicit programming is required from the programmer in order to structure classes for
object composition and the presented form of method delegation: the programmer can simply concentrate
on assembling the components as she likes. Furthermore, the type system (see Section A) will ensure that
all object compositions are type safe and that only “complete” methods are invoked on objects.

4 Operational Semantics

The operational semantics extends the one of the core calculus of classes and mixins [11], therefore exploits
theReference MLof Wright and Felleisen [28] treatment of side-effects. To abstract from a precise set of
constants, we only assume the existence of a partial functionδ : Const × ClosedVal⇀ ClosedValthat
interprets the application of functional constants to closed values and yields closed values.

In Figure 4,R are thereduction contexts[19, 21, 27]. Reduction contexts are necessary to provide a
minimal relative linear order among the creation, dereferencing and updating of heap locations, since side
effects need to be evaluated in a deterministic order. Their definition can be found in Figure 5. We assume
the reader is familiar with the treatment of imperative side-effects via reduction contexts and we refer to
[28, 11] for a description of the related rules.

The meaning of the object-oriented related rules in Figure 6 is as follows.

(mixin) rule turns a mixinexpressioninto a mixin value (notice that all the other mixin operations, i.e.,
mixin application and mixin instantiation, are performed on mixin values). Given the parameter for the
constructor, the mixin generator (a sort of compiled version of the mixin expression), returns a record
containing the following:

– a (partial) object generatorgen which binds the private field of the methodsmj (newly defined by
the mixin) tofieldinit (returned by the constructor). Recall that method bodies take parametersfield ,
self , and, if it is a redefinition, alsonext . The output ofgen has “dummy” method bodies in place of
redefined and expected methods to enable the correct instantiation of incomplete objects. Intuitively,
self must refer to all the methods: not only the new ones, but also the ones that are still to be added;
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const v→ δ(const,v) (δ)
if δ(const,v) is defined

(λx.e) v→ [v/x] e (βv)
fix (λx.e) → [fix(λx.e)/x]e (fix)

{. . . ,x = v, . . .}.x→ v (select)
refv→ H〈x,v〉.x (ref)

H〈x,v〉h.R[!x] → H〈x,v〉h.R[v] (deref)
H〈x,v〉h.R[:=xv′] → H〈x,v′〉h.R[v′] (assign)

R[H h.e] → H h.R[e], R 6= [ ] (lift )
H h.H h′.e→ H h h′.e (merge)

Fig. 4.Reduction rules for standard expressions and heap expressions

R: : = [ ] | R e| v R| R.x | new R | R � e | v � R
| {m1 = v1, . . . ,mi−1 = vi−1,mi = R,mi+1 = ei+1, . . . ,mn = en}1≤i≤n

| R←+ m= e | R←+ e | v←+ m= R | v←+ R

Fig. 5.Reduction contexts

– the argumentsuperinit for the superclass constructor, as returned by the mixin constructorc (the
constructor subexpressionc is a function of one argument which returns a record of two components:
one is the initialization expression for the fieldfieldinit the other is the superclass generator’s argument
superinit);

– theredef component which contains a record of redefined methods that have their private field already
bound tofieldinit (returned by the constructor), and are ready to have theirnext parameter bound to a
method added to the object at run time, with theirself still unbound. This record will be used during
method addition and object composition to recover the actual body of the redefined methods, complete
it, and insert it in the working part of the object.

The above generator is called “partial” since it returns an object that contains redefined and expected meth-
ods that cannot be invoked (present as “dummy” methods). The actual implementation of those methods
can be provided by (meth add 1), (meth add 2), and/or (obj comp).

(new class) rule enables the creation of new objects from class definitions. It builds a function which,
once passed an argumentv, produces thecomplete objectobj〈fix(g v),(g v)〉. (g v) is the object generator,
obtained by applying the class generatorg to an argumentv. This creates a function fromself to a record
of methods.fix(g v) is the record of methods that can be invoked on that object, obtained by applying the
fixed-point operatorfix (following [18]) to (g v) to bindself in method bodies and create a recursive record.

(new mixin) rule createsincomplete objectsfrom mixin values. First, it applies the mixin generatorGenm to
an argumentv, thus binding the private field of new and redefined methods and providing access toGenm’s
gen andredef components. The mixin object generatorg.gen is a function fromself to a record of mixin
methods, whileg.redef is the record of the redefined mixin methods that have theirfieldinit bound (self and
next have still to be bound). Theg.redef record is used for “remembering” the partial redefined method
bodies for the future use. The application of the fixpoint operator tog.gen creates a recursive record of
methods3.

(obj sel) enables method invocation on a complete object.

(incobj sel) selects the method from the incomplete object. Note that each methodmi can be called provided
that it only uses methods whose names are inNew(and recursively these methods only call methods that are
in New). This condition is not checked by the semantics since it is checked by the type system (Figure 10).

(mix app) rule evaluates the application of a mixin value to a class value and represents inheritance in our
calculus. Amixin value is applied to a superclass valueclassval〈g,M 〉, whereM is the set of all method
names defined in the superclass. The resulting class value isclassval〈Gen,New∪M 〉 whereGen is the
generator function, andNew∪M lists all the method names of the subclass. Using a class generator delays
full inheritance resolution until object instantiation time whenself becomes available.

3 Those methods that do not invoke any expected method and/or that have their reference to theirnext already resolved
can be called on this recursive record component of the newly produced incomplete object.
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mixin
method mj = vmj ;
redefine mk = vmk ;
expect mi ;
constructor c;
end



j ∈ New
k∈ Redef
i ∈ Expect

→mixinval〈Genm,New,Redef,Expect〉 (mixin)

Genm
4
= λx.

let t = c(x) in

gen = λself .
mj = λy.vmj t.fieldinit self y j∈New

mk = λy. self .mk y k∈Redef

mi = λy. self .mi y i∈Expect

 ,

superinit = t.superinit,

redef = {mk = λy.vmk t.fieldinit y k∈Redef}


new classval〈g,M 〉 → λv.obj〈fix(g v),(g v)〉 (new class)

new mixinval〈Genm,New,Redef,Expect〉 → (new mixin)
λv.let g = (Genm v) in

obj〈fix(g.gen),g.gen,g.redef,New,Redef,Expect〉

obj〈{. . . ,mi = vmi , . . .}, 〉.mi → vmi (obj sel)

obj〈{. . . ,mi = vmi , . . .}, , , , , 〉.mi → vmi (incobj sel)

mixinval〈Genm,New,Redef,Expect〉 � classval〈g,M 〉 → classval〈Gen,New∪M 〉 (mix app)

Gen
4
= λx.λself .
let mixinrec = Genm(x) in
let mixingen = mixinrec.gen in
let mixinred = mixinrec.redef in
let supergen = g(mixinrec.superinit) in

mj = λy.(mixingen self).mj y j∈New

mk = λy.(mixinred.mk self) (supergen self).mk y k∈Redef

mi = λy.(supergen self).mi y


i ∈M −Redef

Fig. 6.Reduction rules for object-oriented forms
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obj〈{. . .},g, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 ←+ (ml = vml )→
let incgen= λself .

mj = λy. (g self).mj y j∈New

mk = λy. self .mk y k∈Redef

mi = λy. self .mi y i∈Expect−{l}

ml = λy. vml self y


in obj〈fix(incgen), incgen, r,New∪{l},Redef,Expect−{l}〉

(meth add 1)

obj〈{. . .},g, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 ←+ (ml = vml )→
let incgen= λself .

mj = λy. (g self).mj y j∈New

mk = λy. self .mk y k∈Redef−{l}

mi = λy. self .mi y i∈Expect

ml = λy. (r.ml self) (vml self) y


in obj〈fix(incgen), incgen, r− r.ml ,New∪{l},Redef−{l},Expect〉

(meth add 2)

obj〈{. . .},g, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 ←+ obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,g′〉 →
let incgen= λself .

mj = λy. (g self).mj y j∈New

mk = λy. (r.mk self) (g′ self).mk y k∈Redef

mi = λy. (g′ self).mi y i∈I−Redef


in obj〈fix(incgen), incgen〉

(obj comp)

obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,g,{}, I , /0, /0〉 → obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,g〉 (completed)

Fig. 7.Reduction rules for object completions

The class generator takes a single argumentx, which is used by the mixin generator, and returns a
function fromself to a record of methods. When the fixed-point operator is applied to the function returned
by the generator, it produces a recursive record of methods representing a new object (see the (new class)
rule).Genfirst callsGenm(x) to computemixinrec, which is used first to compute the mixin object generator
mixingen, a function fromself to a record of mixin methods. Next, it is used to computemixinred, which
provides the record of redefining methods from the mixin. Then,Gen calls the superclass generatorg,
passing argumentmixinrec.superinit, to obtain a functionsupergen from self to a record of superclass
methods. Finally,Genbuilds a function fromself that returns a record containingall methods — from both
the mixin and the superclass.

All methods of the superclass that are not redefined by the mixin,mi wherei ∈M −Redef, areinherited
by the subclass: they are taken intact from the superclass’s object (supergen self ). These methodsmi include
all the methods that are expected by the mixin (as checked by the type system). Methodsmj defined by the
mixin are taken intact from the mixin’s object (mixingen self ). As for redefinedmethodsmk, next is bound
to (supergen self).mk by Gen, which is then passed to(mixinred.mk) self . Notice that at this stage, all
methods have already received a binding for the private field. Moreover, for all methods in all generator
functions, the method bodies are wrapped insideλy. · · ·y to delay evaluation in our call-by-value calculus.

The next four rules in Figure 7 are the basic rules for manipulating the incomplete objects, i.e., they
enable completing them with the method definitions that they need either as expected or redefined.

(meth add 1) rule adds to an incomplete object a methodml that some other methods expect. The function
incgenmapsself to a record of methods, where new method definitions are taken from the object generator
g, the redefining and expected (excludingml ) methods remain “dummy” and the methodml is added.
Therefore, applying thefix operator toincgenproduces a recursive record of methods with boundself and
implicitly enables invocation of the methods that could have not been invoked before. Theincgenfunction
is part of the reduct because it must be carried along in the evaluation process, in order to enable future
method additions and/or object compositions.

(meth add 2) rule is similar to the previous one, the difference being that now a method is added in order
to complete a redefining methodml , acting as itsnext . Therefore the definition of the redefined method is
not “dummy” anymore, but gets a new bodyml = λy. (r.ml self) (vml self) y. The body ofml is taken from
r (it is already bound tofieldinit) and(vml self) is passed to it asnext. Naturally, this method becomes fully
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functional, therefore its definition is removed fromr, and the indexl is removed fromRedefand added to
New.

(obj comp) rule combines two objects in such a way that the new added objecto2 (which must be, in turn,
already complete) completes the incomplete objecto1 and makes it fully functional. The record of methods
in incgenis built by taking the new methods from the incomplete objecto1 (these are the only methods
that are fully functional in this object), binding thenext parameter in redefining methods fromo1, and
taking the expected methods from the complete objecto2. During object composition, the objecto2 used
for the completion getsself rebound to the new resulting object (this is the reason why we need to keep
the generator also for complete object values). This rebinding automatically enables dynamic binding of
methods that are redefined even when called from within the methods ofo2. After completion, it is possible
to invoke all the methods on the new created object.

(completed) rule transforms an incomplete object, for which all the missing methods are provided, into a
corresponding complete one.

5 Conclusions

In this work we integrate some aspects from class-based and object-based programming realities. As a
step forward towards designing a flexible object-oriented language, we decided that the promising starting
point could be the combination of mixin-based inheritance with constructs for manipulating incomplete
objects, instantiated from mixins seen as “incomplete” classes. Incomplete objects can be completed via
method addition and object composition, which either add one missing method to the incomplete object, or
compose it with another (complete) object.

We plan to add higher-order mixins to the calculus, along the line of [5]. Moreover, we want to study
a form of object-based methodoverride that would work well in our hybrid setting. Finally, incomplete
objects seem to be a natural feature to be added to MOM I [6], a coordination language where object-
oriented mobile code is exchanged among the nodes of a network.

Generally speaking, all object-based calculi can be seen as calculi of incomplete objects, especially
when in presence of a method addition operation (one example is [23]). However, an explicit form of
incomplete objects was introduced in [9], where an extension of [23] is presented. In this work, “labelled”
types are used to collect information on the mutual dependencies among methods (labels list the names
of the methods that a given method might invoke), in order to have a safe subtyping in width. Labels are
also used to implement the notion ofcompletionwhich enables adding methods in an arbitrary order, thus
allowing typing of methods that refer to methods not yet present in the object, thus supporting a form of
incomplete objects.

However, at the best of our knowledge, there exist no attempts other than ours to instantiate mixins in
order to obtain prototypical incomplete objects within a hybrid class-based/object-based framework, even
though a similar approach might be explored by G. Boudol [13] in the setting presented in [12].
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A Type System

In addition to functional, record, and reference types, our type system has also class types, mixin types and
object types (both for complete and incomplete objects). The types in our system are the following:

τ : : = ι | τ1→ τ2 | τ ref | {mi : τmi}i∈I

| class〈τ,Σb〉
| mixin〈τ1,τ2,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
| obj〈Σ〉
| obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉

whereι is a constant type,→ is the functional type operator,τ ref is the type of locations containing a
value of typeτ. Σ (possibly with a subscript) denotes a record type of the form{mi : τmi}i∈I . The set of
indicesI (whereI ⊆ N) is often omitted when it is not relevant. A record type can be viewed as a set of
pairslabel:typewhere labels are pairwise disjoint (Σ1 andΣ2 are consideredequal, denoted byΣ1 = Σ2, if
they differ only in the order of their elements). Thus notations and operations on sets are easily extended to
record types as in the following definitions:

– if mi : τmi ∈ Σ we say that thesubject mi occurs in Σ (with type τmi ). Subj(Σ) denotes the set of all
subjects occurring inΣ;

– Σ1∪Σ2 is the standard set union (used only onΣ1 andΣ2 such thatSubj(Σ1)∩Subj(Σ2) = /0 in order to
guaranteeΣ1∪Σ2 to be a record type);

– Σ1−Σ2 is the standard set difference;
– Σ1/Σ2 = {mi : τmi |mi : τmi ∈ Σ1 ∧ mi ∈ Subj(Σ2)}.

Typing environmentsare defined as follows:

Γ : : = ε | Γ,x : τ | Γ, ι1<: ι2

wherex∈ Var, τ is a well-formed type,ι1, ι2 are constant types, andx, ι1 6∈ dom(Γ).
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Γ ` g: γ→{mi : τmi}i∈M →{mi : τmi}i∈M

Γ ` classval〈g,M 〉 : class〈γ,{mi : τmi}i∈M 〉
(T class val)

Γ ` e: class〈γ,{mi : τmi}〉

Γ ` new e: γ→ obj〈{mi : τmi}〉
(T class inst)

Γ ` {mi = vmi}i∈I :{mi : τmi}i∈I

Γ ` g:{mi : τmi}i∈I →{mi : τmi}i∈I

Γ ` obj〈{mi = vmi}i∈I ,g〉 :obj〈{mi : τmi}i∈I 〉
(T obj)

Γ ` e:obj〈Σ〉 mi : τmi ∈ Σ

Γ ` e.mi : τmi

(T sel)

Fig. 8.Typing rules for class related forms
Typing judgmentsare the following:

Γ ` τ1<:τ2 τ1 is a subtype ofτ2

Γ ` e: τ ehas typeτ

Typing rules for class and complete object related forms are given in Figure 8.
In rule (T class val), class〈γ,Σb〉 is the class type whereγ is the type of the generator’s argument and

Σb = {mi : τmi} is a record type representing the interface of the objects instantiated from the class.
Rule (T obj) says that the type of a complete object is the record of its method types. Notice that objects

instantiated from class values do not have a simple record typeΣ, but an object typeobj〈Σ〉. This is useful for
distinguishing standard complete objects, which can be used for completing incomplete objects, from their
internal auto-referenceself , that has typeΣ (in particular, this is to avoidself-inflictedobject completions,
which are unsound in our calculus). Note also that in the object expression, the second componentg is a
function fromself to self (so typed withΣ→ Σ), because it works on the first component of the object,
which is the record of object’s methods.

The only operation allowed on complete objects is method selection and it is typed as ordinary record
component selection (rule (T sel)).

Typing rules for mixin related forms are given in Figure 9. In the mixin type
mixin〈γb,γd,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉

– γb is the expected argument type of the superclass generator,
– γd is the exact argument type of the mixin generator,
– Σnew= {mj : τ↓mj} are the exact types of the new methods introduced by the mixin,
– Σred = {mk : τ↓mk} are the exact types of the methods redefined by the mixin,
– Σexp = {mi : τ↑mi} are the types of the methods that are expected to be supported by the superclass to

which the mixin is applied,
– Σold = {mk : τ↑mk} are the types assumed for the old bodies (which will be provided by a superclass) of

the methods redefined by the mixin.

The rules (T mixin) and (T mixin val) assign the same type to their respective expressions, although
deduced in a different way. Also, the type assigned to an incomplete object is similar to the one of the mixin
the object is the instance of, but it does not contain information about the constructor (see rule (T inc obj)).
This is consistent with the fact that the constructor has already been called when an incomplete object
has been created. A related difference results in the types of redefined methods: in object values, the type
of the private field disappears since it has already been bound during mixin instantiation. We recall now
the “dummy” methods introduced in Section 4, to fully justify them according to the typing rules: when
typing an incomplete object value, “dummy” methods allow us to assign the typeΣ→ Σ to the generatorg
(the generator being a function fromself to self ). In fact, the body of “dummy” methods simply calls the
homonym method onself , so the type inferred for expected and redefined methods will be consistent with
the types of “dummy” method bodies (and so with the types of expected andnext methods sought by their
sibling methods). If the “dummy” method “trick” was not used, the generator would have the following
type

gen : Σ→{mj : τ↓mj ,mk : τ↑mk → τ↓mk}
j∈New,k∈Redef
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Γ ` e:mixin〈γb,γd,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉

Γ ` new e: γd→ obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
(T mixin inst)

(New) For j ∈ New: Γ ` vmj : τ↓mj

(Redef) For k∈ Redef: Γ ` vmk : τ↓mk

(Expect) For i ∈ Expect: Γ ` vmi : τ↑mi

Γ ` g: Σ→ Σ
Γ ` r :{mk : Σ→ τ↑mk → τ↓mk}k∈Redef

Γ ` obj〈{ml = vml }l∈New∪Redef∪Expect,g, r,New,Redef,Expect〉 :obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
(T inc obj)

where
Σ = Σnew∪Σred∪Σexp

Σnew= {mj : τ↓mj }, Σred = {mk : τ↓mk}, Σexp= {mi : τ↑mi}, Σold = {mk : τ↑mk}
τ↑mk are inferred from method bodies

(New) For j ∈ New: Γ ` vmj : η→ Σ→ τ↓mj

(Redef) For k∈ Redef: Γ ` vmk : η→ Σ→ τ↑mk → τ↓mk

(Constr) Γ ` c: γd→{fieldinit : η,superinit :γb}

Γ `


mixin
method mj = vmj ;
redefine mk = vmk ;
expect mi ;
constructor c;
end



j ∈ New
k∈ Redef
i ∈ Expect

:mixin〈γb,γd,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉

(T mixin)

where
Σ = Σnew∪Σred∪Σexp

Σnew= {mj : τ↓mj }, Σred = {mk : τ↓mk}, Σexp= {mi : τ↑mi}, Σold = {mk : τ↑mk}
τ↑mi andτ↑mk are inferred from method bodies

Γ ` g: γd→{gen : Σ→ Σ,superinit : γb, redef :{mk : Σ→ τ↑mk → τ↓mk}k∈Redef}

Γ ` mixinval〈g,New,Redef,Expect〉 :mixin〈γb,γd,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
(T mixin val)

where
Σ = Σnew∪Σred∪Σexp, j ∈ New
Σnew= {mj : τ↓mj }, Σred = {mk : τ↓mk}, Σexp= {mi : τ↑mi}, Σold = {mk : τ↑mk}
τ↑mi andτ↑mk are inferred from method bodies andi ∈ Expect

Γ ` e1 :mixin〈γb,γd,Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
Γ ` e2 : class〈γc,Σb〉
Γ ` γb<:γc

Γ ` Σb<:(Σexp∪Σold)
Γ ` Σred<:Σb/Σred
Subj(Σb)∩Subj(Σnew) = /0

Γ ` e1 �e2 : class〈γd,Σd〉
(T mix app)

where Σd = Σnew∪Σred∪ (Σb− (Σb/Σred))

Fig. 9.Typing rules for mixin related forms
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Γ ` e:obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
mi : τmi ∈ Σnew

TransDep(mi)⊆ Subj(Σnew)

Γ ` e.mi : τmi

(T inc sel)

Dep(mi)
4
= {mj |“self .mj ” ∈ body(mi)}

TransDep(mi)
4
= Dep(mi)+

Γ ` e:obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
ml : τ↑ml ∈ Σexp

Γ ` vml : Σ1→ τml

Γ ` τml <:τ↑ml

Γ ` (Σnew∪{ml : τml }∪Σred∪Σexp−{ml : τ↑ml })<:Σ1

Γ ` e←+ (ml = vml ):
obj〈Σnew∪{ml : τml },Σred,Σexp−{ml : τ↑ml },Σold〉

(T meth add 1)

Γ ` e:obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
ml : τ↑ml ∈ Σold ∧ ml : τ↓ml ∈ Σred
Γ ` vml : Σ1→ τml

Γ ` τ↓ml <:τml <:τ↑ml

Γ ` (Σnew∪Σred∪Σexp)<:Σ1

Γ ` e←+ (ml = vml ):
obj〈Σnew∪{ml : τml },Σred−{ml : τ↓ml },Σexp,Σold−{ml : τ↑ml }〉

(T meth add 2)

Γ ` e1 :obj〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp,Σold〉
Γ ` e2 :obj〈Σ2〉
Γ ` Σ2<:(Σexp∪Σold)
Γ ` Σred<:(Σ2/Σred)
Subj(Σ2)∩Subj(Σnew) = /0

Γ ` e1←+ e2 :obj〈Σ′〉
(T obj comp)

whereΣ′ = Σnew∪Σred∪ (Σ2− (Σ2/Σred))

Fig. 10.Typing rules for incomplete object-related forms
and thefixoperator could not be applied to generate an incomplete object (see rule (new mixin) in Section 4),
sincefix : (τ→ τ)→ τ.

In the rule (T mix app), Σb contains the type signatures of all the methods supported by the superclass
to which the mixin is applied andΣb/Σred are the superclass methods redefined by the mixin (superclass
may have more methods than those required by the mixin constraints). The premises of the rule (T mix app)
are:

i) Σb<:(Σexp∪Σold) requires the actual types of the superclass methods to be subtypes of those expected
by the mixin.

ii ) Σred<:Σb/Σred requires that the actual implementation of methods in the superclass (which may belong
to a subtype of theΣold) be supertypes of the ones redefined by the mixin. Thus, the types of the methods
redefined by the mixin (Σred) will be subtypes of the superclass methods with the same name.

iii ) Subj(Σb)∩Subj(Σnew) = /0 guarantees that no name clash will take place during the mixin application.

Intuitively, the above constraints ensure that all the actual method bodies of the newly created sub-class
are at least as “good” as the expected methods. The resulting class, of typeclass〈γd,Σd〉, contains the
signatures of all methods forming the new class created as a result of the mixin application.Σred andΣnew

are methods defined by the mixin, whereasΣb− (Σb/Σred) are the methods inherited directly from the
superclass. Let us observe that, for any well typed mixinSubj(Σred) = Subj(Σold), therefore for any record
typeΣ, Σ/Σred = Σ/Σold.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the typing rules related to incomplete objects. First of all, even though an
object is incomplete, it is still allowed to call a methodmi on it (rule (T inc sel)): in particular, the called
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method has to be a complete method (i.e.,i ∈New) and in turn all methods called bymi must be, recursively,
complete. This last property is informally stated by the transitive closure of the propertyDep(mi).

A methodml can be added to an incomplete object (rule (T meth add 1)), only if this method is ex-
pected by the incomplete object and if the type of the added method is at least as “good” as the type of the
expected method (i.e., its type is a subtype of the expected one). Method addition in this case presents a sort
of symmetry. The added method completes the functionalities of some already present methods, but in turn,
it may invoke some of them as well. Therefore,ml ’s self typeΣ1 imposes some constraints on the type of
the incomplete object thatml is supposed to complete. Hence, the incomplete object must provide all the
methods listed inΣ1, on which the added method is parameterized.Σ1 is inferred fromml ’s body. When
the expected typeτ↑ml is substituted with the actual oneτml in Σ (the type ofself of the incomplete object),
the new obtained type ofself must be a subtype ofΣ1 (the last premise of the ((T meth add 1) rule). The
added method becomes a method inΣnew in the resulting object, but this does not ensure that the method
can be already called, since the added method could call a method onself that is not actually present in the
object or is not complete.

When adding anext method to complete a methodml that is redefined in the incomplete object (rule
(T meth add 2)), the added method must have a type consistent with the expected one and with the actual
type of the redefined method, i.e.,τ↓ml <:τml <:τ↑ml , exactly as for theΣold types in the mixin application
rule ((T mix app)). The method now becomes a method inΣnew (with the redefined type) and its type
information is removed both fromΣred andΣold.

Finally, the composition of an incomplete object with a complete one (rule (T obj comp)) is basically
the typing rule for mixin application (Figure 9) applied to objects (thus, with the difference that types for
the constructor parameters do not appear).

It is important to notice that the subtyping relation (presented in the Appendix B) does not include
any rule on object typesobj〈. . .〉 (even if there is a record type subtyping rule), in order to avoid conflicts
between object-based inheritance and subtyping.

Our system is proved sound, in the sense that “every well-typed program cannot go wrong”, which
implies the absence ofmessage-not-understoodruntime errors.

Lemma 1 (Subject Reduction).If Γ ` e: τ and e evaluates to e′, thenΓ ` e′ : τ.

We considerprograms, which are closed terms. Then, we introducefaulty programswhich are a way
to approximate the concept of reaching a “stuck state” during the evaluation process, and prove that if the
evaluation for a given programp does not diverge, then either it returns a value, orp reduces to a faulty
program. By using the subject reduction property and proving that faulty programs are not typable, we show
that if a program has a type in our system, then it evaluates to a value, under the condition that the program
does not diverge.

Theorem 1 (Soundness).Let p be a program: ifε ` p : τ then either the evaluation for p diverges, or p
evaluates to a value v andε ` v: τ (ε stands for the empty typing environment).

The metatheory for the present system, and in particular the subject reduction property, are extensions
of the ones in [8] (Chapter 9). The formal definitions and properties were analyzed in detail, and can be
found athttp://www.dsi.unifi.it/~bettini/inc-proofs.ps.

B Other Type Rules

The type rules for class-related forms were presented in Appendix A. The remaining type rules are presented
here.

The subtyping rules are standard. Objects support both depth and width subtyping.

Γ, ι1<: ι2 ` ι1<: ι2
(<: proj)

Γ ` τ<:τ
(refl)

Γ ` τ1<:τ2 Γ ` τ2<:τ3

Γ ` τ1<:τ3

(trans)
Γ ` τ′<:τ Γ ` σ<:σ′

Γ ` τ→ σ<:τ′→ σ′
(arrow)

Γ ` τi <:σi i ∈ I I ⊆ J

Γ ` {mi : τi}i∈I <:{mj : σ j} j∈J
(<: record)
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The type rules for expressions other than class-related forms are simple, except for heaps, which have
to be typed globally.

typeof(const) = τ

Γ ` const: τ
(const)

Γ,x : τ ` x : τ
(proj)

Γ,x : τ ` e: σ

Γ ` λx.e: τ→ σ
(λ)

Γ ` e1 : τ→ σ Γ ` e2 : τ

Γ ` e1 e2 : σ
(app)

Γ ` f ix : (σ→ σ)→ σ
(fix)

Γ ` e: τ Γ ` τ<:σ

Γ ` e: σ
(sub)

Γ ` ei : τi

Γ ` {xi = ei}i∈I :{xi : τi}
(record)

Γ ` e:{x : σ}

Γ ` e.x : σ
(lookup)

Γ ` ref : τ→ τ ref
(ref)

Γ ` ! : τ ref→ τ
(!)

Γ ` := : τ ref→ τ→ τ
(:=)

Γ′ = Γ,x1 : τ1 ref, . . . ,xn : τn ref Γ′ ` vi : τi Γ′ ` e: τ

Γ ` H〈x1,v1〉 . . .〈xn,vn〉.e: τ
(heap)
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